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A FORM OF CENTRISM.

Ue have and- have had many forms .-.nd varieties of centrism, the
political group that stand's half way in between sodial reformism

stalinists and anarchists) and revolutionary L:arxism., or
what Engels termed, "Scientific Socialism.!' Serious studentsof the
revolutionary Movaaent and the working-class know how difficult it
is for workers, to pass over the obstacles of social reformism on .

the road to revolt against exploitation. We can remember after the
first world war', in spite of the Viatorious October revolution and
the Organization of communist parties:. (not, stalinisal the Second
(socialists)' International still held a majority of the vorkeue under
their domination. Now after the second torld war the 'Stalinists
have taken over this position and on a world scale hold sway over.
most of the workers organizations, etc.. In both cases the war and
the revolutions that followed moved the. workersto the .left, but in
each case they met these traps of eformism, and today they are faced
with the counter revolutionary structures of both the Socialists
and Stalinists.

When we 'realize how slow and difficult it is for the workers
to jump these hurdles (not to .speak of other bourgeois reformist

blocks such astIle A..F.dfL. and CIO leaderdip, wecan begin
to understanc. how much more difficult it is for the workers to
pass the next obsta'cle--different forms of centrian. Because cen-
i,rism'is to the left' of these reforaists in words, but with them in
D2CIIIL actions of the class. .

i . .

The isocialrst Parties have their share ot centrist groups that
grow and 'wither away with each passing class turn and crisis. The
iron clad undemocratic control of the Stalinist's parties prevents
new growths of centriaa, etc., to ctystalize in large organinational
forms.., ..

.

But the most hybrid and dangerous fora of centrism today is
Trotskyism, which had its birth in the womb of the Stalinist parties'
and haP been educated in "Bolshevik-Leninist" terminology, but,whidh

. . 1 8

today triesto crawl back to socialist 'parties, wherever this is
possible. Trotskyism represents revolutionary phrasiology and re-
formist deeds ---. and the RESOLUTIONS OF 'THE sixcNp WORLD CONG1USS,
as published in the June, 1948 FOURTE INT.ORTION.ALi CLEARLY REY34LS
THIS. .

. . .. '
.

,

For a worker who is not trained in precise terms an in revolu-
tionary Larxisa , the material of the Tro:tskyites reads well, sounds -
revolutionary. But it contains all the Political false formulations
and.trick.clauses as are contained in the_leg.:-.1 terms of any crooked
capitalist lawyer and business contract that workers innocently. ,

sign and then pay and pay.' We will try to pick out Some. of the
false formulations, SOMB of the centrist formulations of the Trotskyite
resolutions so you, can see that we mean. -

' .
! :1

1
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The second Congress,of the Trotskyitesmet in Paris in April
of 1940. :And like all centrist documents they have many correct
F:tataraents Ln6 formulations, far ahead of the socialist and stalin-
ists, but which fall short when one needs special guidance over
dj.fficult political trouble spots.

Several tricks that centrism always used, which we must deal
uit'). Lkt the outset, are the methods of confusion. How do they do

is? Very siaple. By one or mace of the following methods: The
otyites succeed in confusing yet in appearing "revolutionary"

by erros of omission, by stating a proposition with words that can
be read two or more different ways, by placing two almost opposite.
F.4.-.tents in the same statement in different parts of the document,
by stating a thought in radical terms which when analyzed becomes:
clear that the steps proposed cannot lead to workers success and
can only lead to reformist deeds. These and more are some of the
errors within the resolutions which we will deal with in the
i7o1lowing polemics. .

DLPRJ.:SSiON AND CRISIS

The resolutions have confused and contradictory statements on
this subject. ,First let us list a few statements: "On the basis .

of the fundamental crisis of capitalism in the imperialist epoch
the war opened up for the world bourgeoisie a new andlong period
of unstable equilibrium," (Page 98 "But 'in the absence of a revolu-
tionary solution the sharpenin3 crisis of capitalism threatens to
lead once more to fascism. and to war, which, this time, would imperil
the existence of the future of all mankind." (page 98) "For some
time, ..,merican economy has been showing signs pointing to the coming .

C..epression." (Page 99) "The outbreak of vat under present condi-
tions wou3L mean its rapid transformation into an international

. civil war, the outcome of which muld be hazardous." (Page 99) The
time when the economic crisis will break out in the U.S. and the
content of the crisis, will largely determine the development of
that country's Policy dnd will in any case step up the race between
war and revolution." (Page 99) -

Nowhere in the rhole document is there a precise and clear
statement pointing out possible variants and the road they predict
for the crisis, depression, war, revolution and what not. There
are a lot of abstract sentences disconnected that can be read anyway
00 desires., For example, in the above statements the present
period is a L01.0;" period of unstable equilibrium, but American
economy shoos Signs of a depression, and when the crisis and depres-
sion comes we will be in a race for war and revolution ( which
mans the long period is over and a new war and revolutionary Period
has started) but the whole situation would be hazardous for all of
us, and, and

Let us restate this Problem as Idarximn should present it. We,
.must be precise where we can and since the RWL formation in 1936

.

we have 'stated many major' problems in advance as predictions based
upon our analysis.

.4 .

.There will NOT he any prolonged period of unstable equilibrium.

N.OS S
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karxism divides its periods or stages (depending Upon how the
Trotskyites are using the term) into stages of wars (imperialist and
.civil) and stages in between imperialist and civil war. We have
just been through the second world war and the revolutions that fol-
lowed. 1;e are now in a stage of "u/listable equilibrium" between the
second world war and the coming "third" war of imperialism against
the Soviet Union. The period or stage between the second world war
ond the coming war against the Soviet .Union (imperialist and revo-
lutionary war fused into .one) will BZOF SHORT DURATION historically,
speaking' practically' and concretely speaking. When the "shooting
war" starts against the Soviet Union (no matter,Who claim- who
Started it) that will be the end of the present period or stage,
and that will be the beginning of a new period from the standpoint
of 1.Jerxish.

. .

'Trotskyiszi is fundamentally false on this point.
Let us not leave this dangling in the air, in abstraction like

the Trotskyites do. Let us not say we need concretization. 'Let
us concretize. It is obvious that since the new PrimatY antagon-
ism (since the ebond war -as we stated over two years ago) is
between US and USSR, as compared to the relation of fotces when
Germany and Japan and Italy were in the .:=.xis and Great Britain and
France were still strong -- that this depends to a great extent
upon crisis and depression in the United States and the .hmeric9A
imperialists' ability to hold 'in check Social revolutions on a
world male. First let us consider the internal situation and
"desires" of the Wall Street gang. United State's hopes to be better
prepared before "egging on a shooting War", against the Soviet Union.
Their aim is to get the following countries on their feet,,so they
can .furnish the supplies and use these peoples as cannon-fodder -

and their countires as land bases for invasion against the SOViO,
Union -- these countries are priadrily Japan China, Germany,
Italy, France and Lngland.

. .

Will U.S. succeed in holding off open war for awhile until
these countries are at least better bases for attack? She will
unless, (1) social revolution does not break out in advance, or (2)
one or both cohntries do not 'make same clumsy blunder from -Which
retreat is not possible.

Is the big depression around the corner in the US as these
and other people would have us believe. perpetually?. .No. By that

, we mean precisely this, as we 'stated it 'before oVer.a. year ago:
as long as the :capitalist government can absorb part-of-overproduc-
tion in foreign loans, donationsi.etc.p.and:ali long asf.--P,.!ire.iit 4
Shortage-of'the basic commedities within the capitalist, *Meri6an.
cpitalist structure, the big 'crisis and'big,d6PrOksiOn will be
held of"' Sraallcribes and email depressions -Of reatjustmenti.yes;,.
but the big story, worse than 1929, this. is at leatg..,',:feur.:6,r mcre
years away. Only one exception-can,alter this -,:-.thkOUtbreak of
war and social revolution,. becanse_nOw-the two are bound up into
one knot,. ' 2

.. Therefore, we 'exclude a LONG periodot-unsal4e-ecluiiibrium,
and at the'same.time'exclude a rapidlY:apProaChing.big ci.i61s in ''t
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the United States, The long period the Trotskyites speak of can at
.

moat be six years beforeWar and r--volution breaks out--therefore,it i6 a. short period. Apd the rapidly approaching crisiswhich will
accelerate war and revolution is four or more years off in the
United, States., If we err at all, we will err on the short arm of'
this-ratib, the crisis,. which means that the LONG_period the trotsky-
ites.speak of is even shorter than we would estimate. Once the
war Of invasion breaks out the period is over and .a new period.
starts jut !like in 1939, when Hitler invaded Poland, when a new
imperialist bar started and a new period or stage .opened up.

. .

AND REVOLUTION,
_

We must give you a. few more quotations on rar and revolution..
In the above discussion we have by no means exhausted that phase of
the subject. Speaking of American imperialism the resolUtions say:
"The object of the campaign is to win public approval for the "cold
war" America is now waging against the Soviet Union and at),the some
time to prepare for the shooting -war, when and if Wall Street' finds
it necessary."(Pae 100) "A third world war, in the form of an
attack byworld imperialist. under .American leadershipagainst the
USSR is inevitable if SUccessful, social revolutions do not.material-
ize in the interim." (Page 115) 'First we have a statement "if"
Wall Street finds it necessary to go to war', and then we have a

.

statement that it is inevitable.. The last statement is correct.
The fitst is mumble-jumble. But that is the way Centrism writes-- e
two or more formulation on each and every-question..'

, 'nut let usreturn to our first argument. If It
of unstable equilibrium than this inevitable war is
but if the inevitable war is a matter of years, and
that,. and even shorter if one or both sides blunder
period is reduced to a short Period,

While the Trotskyites were only speaking of a 'Third World War"
and we were criticizing this label and stating that it must be
Clearly explained that the segalled "third world war" weuld be an
attack on the Soviet Union, d revolutionary war as well as an im-
perialist waf. events have moved 'forward and the above formulation
of the,Trbtskyites is to the left of their former position,

The Trotskyites say, "The race between war, and revoletion will
'probably accelerate wherithe'economic crisis in the US breaks out
and unfoldse"*(Page-108) The race between- -what'dees this mean?
Does it mean that We'will have -a war and a revolution separate and
apart from each.:other/ It is the old formula we criticized a few.
years ago and it contradicts the above formula we stated was to the
left. It is notla:question of BETWPRN WAR AND REVOLUTION; it is

and revolution; no matter which phase come-P first the two will
blend into one.'

.
. .

' ENEMY NUMBER ONE

' "Stalinism is obstacle number one for the world Proletariat on
- its road of revolutionary mobilization." (Page 114) This is nothing

. . ,
.

is a. LONG, period
:a* LONG way off,
' a few years' at
, than the long

,
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more or less than one of the Many formulations which we term the

Trotskyite ."Anti-Stalinist Orientation". Marxism counterposes to

this false formulation the anti-capitalist pro-communist orientation.

Stalinist, socialism, anarchism or any other opportunist greup at

best can only be an AGENT of the exploiters. At no time can the

agent of the exploiters replace the exploiters. The capitalist is

the uain enemy, is enemy number one. The whole orientation of the .

Trotskyites and our "friend" Marlin is rabidly warped on-this ques-

tion. Enemy number one, thfzemain'enemy is the capitalist, the

exploiter. Stalinism at present is the number one enemyas AUNT
of the capitalists. This is not a quibble of words. _This is a
different orientation within the class struggle.

We of the RWL, the founding coreof the RWL, as a faction in
the old Left npposition, from then till now have been criticizing
the Trotskyites for this and many other errors the last fifteen

years. Its fora changes,.but_the content always reappears.

TRE FRENCH TURN AGAIN .

And speaking of the devil, here it is-again. In the past when

we first started our fight against the liquidation of the revolu-

tionary Marxian party into the stinking corpse of the Socialist

aecond International: it took on the ford of the argument of the

"Trench Turn," becauSe in that country Trotsky Proposed first that

the LEFT OPPOSITION liquidate its political and organizational
independence within the French Socialist partyto be followed in
other countries as fast as the leadership could sneak upon on the

problem andline up the members. Here is what the resolution of
1948 says, 'tin the European countries controlled by the Soviet
Burocracy, members of -the Fourth International will choose to group
themselves within the Social Democratic organizations, and will aid
every movement of the masses which alms at defending their livtrig.
standards and their, liberties ag ainst the burocratic police regime,

dominated by the Stalinists." (?age log) Once the principle error
is made it %Ill return over and 'over. again. As if the interests
and living standards of the masses can be defended from inside -of the

stinking corpse of the Social-Democrats.

Only on the basis of.INDEPENDENT.WORKING_CUSS.ACTIVITY AND.
ORGANI ZATION can the interests and.lieVieg.standards of' the ArTiOrkerd:
be defended. Only on the basis of solentific-tooialima, revolution-

ary liarxisms can the workers positions beadvanCed.''Nor within or

through Stalinism or Social DemocraCy,

PARTY ,

,

Naturally in. the United States they:speak:of' a' labbr-party
baseduPonstrude

unions. . -This is their.-fOrm.of -tailing.:the'reform4dts
for 'special US conditions. NhnY.argumenteegbuld be presented but
we have issued much literature on this (whih'we will be glad to send

anyone who will .WriteAn!.fOr:cOPies)-and'attesent we only:leant:AO:
say that the Centrist TrotekYited-trYto'leave:the'-imPreSsiontlihidilrj,
is nothing more than -an illusion). that there is a Wallace REFORMIST

Labor Party and.:ai Cannon ,rev9lut.iOnarYJabor.':PartY.'eltist,,orY4r6iies
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facts. prove, that. there CAN ONLY BE A R.EFORKIST, CAPITALIST, THEM
PARTY, LABOR PARTY. No "othe labor parqhbs,existed or will exist.

, .

Continuing our diacutsion On't.he labor party, it must be. pointedout that although the Trotskyites'-aclvbithate a "revolutionary" one
based upon the trade unions, in they 1948 election they will runan independent ticket.' Even if ther0 were a labor party based upontrade\uniont, and even if this partrhas a program as radical in
words as same-that the Minnesota Farther Labor Party had in Its,early days, this would not borthe,d6cisiVe:ehange that would Makethis party anything. more'than a 'third capitalist-party in labor fora...

In regard' to the Wallacemovenent,the resolution on page 103
says,. "The 'movement iva'beUrgeois:attempt to.channel tne broadeningcurrent of4oliticalization of the American working class, and todivert thoUatter &Gay from building" an independent labor party andtoward the.road of.a "liberal"- and' !vaoifist" third capitalist patty."These weasel words are an attenpt to justify.the Trotsky positionagainst the Wallace Party, and at the sane time it attempts to 'Jakea line of denarcation between the Wallace Party and the Cannon
"Labor Party." . -

. The fist part of the sentence is true, not only in relation tothe Wallace Party, .but it.is-alsotrue for ANTHKIND'of a labor party,i.e.- the Socialist Parties in Europe, and Peasant Parties here and there
The only correct distinctiOn that can be made between thelace Party of today and the hoped for "independent" Labor party of tp,norrow is this:.Its organizational structure will be somewhat mA.ifiedwith nore trade unionsi-and-above all, the degree of radicalizationof themasses.will be nOre:to.the.left. Capitalism helps alang thoseforms and varieties.ofl:third capitalist parties depending, upon the.degree of class. struggle...' First the'nild bourgeois refOrMist laborparties; then.the,.tocialrefornist-labor parties; then the outrightsocialist parties and.Peoplis Front Blocs. 'of Stalinist-Socialist,,andPeasants Parties. Cannon waiting for 'the social refornist laborparty. instead of the bourgeois reformist labor party. It is neither"independent nor revolutionary" v

But.there is more to this present:bOycott'ofthe Wallace partyby the Trotskyites, than' strikes the 'eye. It is 'a known fact that even
- though the.StalinAsts are folloWing,Wallace POLITICALLY as:' to reformistprogram,: it is.also.a.known fact that the Stalinists are the secondstrongest force in this party, and since the Wallace foroet are heter-ogeneous, it neans that actually in political Organization the Stal-inists are the strongest and in sane case's control state and cityparties. With the Stalinists in such a favorable position, the .Trotskyites cannot get" to first base in such a party. So they boycottbecauseAhe-Stalinists would take life nore than niserable for then.

We assure you that if the 1948 set-up was similar to the 1924Lafayette set-up, with Socialist and AFofL officials 'in the party,.you would see the Trotskyites.inside "with the masses.°
The American Trotskyites are not now in'the Socialist Party and
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are not now supporting the national set-up in the 1948 Labor Party.
This is a.tactical consideration:- They still retain their false...
thooretidai-premise on both questions and can return, to theft with
radicalization of the masses overnight.

TRANSITIONAL DEMANDS

The resolutions again reaffirm their support of the Transitional
Demands of the Trotskyites. We first dealt with these transitional
Demands in our publication back in the August .1938 issue. This Was
before the second world war. They continue these demands with a few
secondary modifications. They have4n ten years established transi-
tional demands into FORLJANENT.demands even though we have passed
through four different stages of capitalist decay, i.e. the Prewar
period leading up to 1939, the imperialist war stage, the Hitler at-
tack on the Soviet Union, which brought in the revolutionary element;
and the post war present period, with the new US-USSR antagonisms.

Immediate demands and ultimate demands are not sufficient for the
Trotskyites. They had to tack into the Transitional Demands a hybrid
in between the two, and at_that a-hybrid that in content is not Marrair.

In a prerevolutionary period of short duration,-when-capitalist -

"civil peace" is rapidly being transformed into civil war, transi-
tional demands to' yin tile masses are in order--but in.reality,
this PRERLVOLUTIONARY period, the transitional demands are TITZDIATE
DEMANDS which yesterday under "civil peace" were PART OF ULTIMATE
DEIAANDS, and were at best propaganda slogans.

It should be stated here that the .section of the resolution of
the Trotskyites dealing with centrism takes up small groups such as
the ILP, PSOP, Pivert, Archo-:Marxists of Greece which are listed as
dbserting to pastures further to the right i while the POW is in in-
ternal struggle( as are the Trotskyites); but the significant thing
is that since these resolutions are a guide to action, the PROGRAM
of centrism is not listed. Why not list the program of centrism on
the principle questions of Marxism? To do so would reveal that
Trotskyism is also in this camp,

,

STALINISU AND THA SOVIET UNION -

The resolition dealing with Stalinism and the Soviet Union is in
tho main a repetition of the old Trotsky position and fOrmulatbns onthe subject. t least one thing is to their credit, for we must give
even the devil his due, they retain the position of defensism and
have defeated the Burnham-Schackman position of defeatism in relation

the Soviet Union. This defeatist position with its "new °lase"
and "red imperialism" is rampant within the ranks of the TrotskYiten:

We have already dealt with ,thairranti-Stalinist approach and
have pointed out that no agent of capitalism, can take the Ottee of
the capitalists asthe number one enemy of the workinvelass. We -

have aiSo stated that the Marxists present an anti-capitalist
pro-communist orientation instead.
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..:1413 xeS.o1utton sa'1:6 - 1.14Pllrfie'lr6rOgli-liK5140-7 Of the 'bur oL-
cracy as undergone an :estiefit ia.I and fb-hange.-:f olIOsing the
second world war. Before this War "thate,,p6I16-Nyi. was :based- upon the
possibility of neutralizing the 'presre..OVVS'e, caPitalist-environment
of the USSR by setting off against one another the antagonistic
perialist- blocs, and to a lesser eitent,..by'''maniptilating "national
Stalinist" parties. The subject reflection of this policy Was the
'14,116014Y-sgf sociigilsra,'-in one country" which was based on the :conception
of 2.a oM6iia or /ass ',gradual deVelopment. of productive forces in Russia''i.
indefiefiderit of the development of the capitalist .world." - ..,:-1

, 1. . .

-frlifs:Stateraerit-Fhas:Severtil. iMportarit. errors. '',There is nodefinite
and et1Sent,ial.-..ohange in the-,Toreign policy of the Stalinists: ' Whetidgts
yesterday there were several imperialist grotiPdS; and all 'powet*iital7:
today there is only One .strong imperialist 'group, the and rfrocry,`-'
the.antagonisra is betweeztithe US-USSR, with England a lesserzpletrY4i=1.
of the"-Ui.S:- .:This...is--only;a tactical change in the overall Strategidal
foreign policy and in no way represents a principled change. When
you ,sPeak of :a. definite and .essentidl change One has the itiprettion
that a fundamental change of line ha taken place..."The se StalIn1at
polidy exists adapted to the new. - `--

7 But when the statements s4y that the subject refle ction Of thia
policy -Creferring to the ,past policy) was the "theory of

socialism-`inone country", the conceptis entirely wrong. '

The foreign 'policy of the Stalinists yesterday and today,
'PLOWFROMtheir principle revision of Liarxist, their !theory of socialism

in one country." - The vague ' formulations in the Stott:dent. leaves the
impression that 'since the foreign policy has been *essentially and
definitelynchangedq., and 'singe the "theory of socialism in one country"
is the :subject .reflection- of this (past) .policy, therefore, the new
foreign 'policy will b.,,new "subjective reflection," Rubbish.
This is pure and: siimp1 centrist Oimble-jumble of basic liarxia.n. .

Vie: repeat.. foreign policy of Stalinism before the war,:' during
the wqr and now after the war, :flows Prom the revisionist concept. ofthe "theory of socialism in one, country,.n .Get a Maixinn leadership
in the Soviet Union(13y a pb-litioal; revolution) and replace this false
theory with Marxism, with revolutionary internationalism of Lenin's
days, and you will see on internal,- change and a' completely new foreign
policy:- Which will have *undergone d. definite and *essential change."

.".
. TEE STRUGGLE FOR THE UKRAINE

7

. .

' ale% resolution .continuefi Trotsky's old error and asks .fOr- an .

.

1.11d0P000.11t1Sciviet Ukraine and includes the Baltic countries. Theseslogans are nationalistic and play *upon the nationalist and bourgeois
elementrA.M;these areas. The trotskyites are trying:AO:, tarn *history
backward? iM to turn the theory of nat liberation ' upside: down.
For backward- areas .which are developing their datiltaliSt-; prOdaat ionsthese natrioinalittiit-slogans to win petty-bourgeois ailiee against..imperialism is a strategical permission within-tfie.'fraiieword 'rthe proletarian road to power through a social revolution. But in
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the Soviet Union, in the political revolution against Stalinismothese
slogans can play. only a REACTIONARY ROLE and help nationalism and
imperialism. - . .

. .
1 . . .

Let us repeat , one of our..idarxian. fundelierklials.; In the 'Soviet
Union wewant a Political revolution;.-while in the .capitalist countries
and the Stalinist' Satellite 'states we want; Etteocial revolution. Now
it is no accident, but .1t. is just the P3.0P.P.x, way that centrism: writes,
that in.-*their resolations they continually, speak of Tkr.E, NEW .REVOLUTION
in -Russia. But as centrism always has Oa...t.w. 0 :51Werent formulations,
they-do -in .*One pilule. speak .of the content.' ott EL.:Politioit,tr.revd/utioll- .

in Rudsia But iwhen You couple together t.ale luAiOnalistio t.`4.1,0gario' .

for an indep6rident Ukraine, Ba.ltic s 1 : etc. -,, -,w ith the ..miiiii. exilPhaibie '- .:

.merely. -speaking of the NEVREVOLUTION, one can understand that the.. _ .emphasis is toward the pettybourgeols-_layers instead of the proletariat.
. .. . . .

Why not call a spade a spade and educate your membership to the
different kinds of revolutions and speak of a POLITICAL nvoLuTiorr IN
TEE SOVIET UNION?:

The Trotskyites will retort that this is slander. But let us _see.
If you are not so interested in the NATIONALISTIC pettyboiirgeois and
bourgeois influences in the Ukraine and the Baltic countries ,t hen -

whY call for an "INDEPENDENT WHIT. RUSSIk" or an *INDEPENDENT SIBERIA'?
If You are mainly interested in the workers if you are not going to
try to turn the wheels of history backward to precapitalist slogans,
if you want a revolution against Stalinism--why?

Upon the LIarxian premise 'of independent working class action (in
the USSR) the group, Marxian force, L'arxian Party, and the workers,
call for a political revolution and wherever the heat of the struggle
reaches a high point, no matter which soviet republic returns to
workers democracy and establishes genuine Sovietsthat is where we
will- establish an INDEPEINIDMIT SOVIET, within the Soviet Union.

THE FIVE YEARPLAN

The following is a typical centrist formulation on any subjectf.
You at least have to give the-TrotskYites credit. Whereas most cen-
trists will say one thing in the first part of a document, and the
opposite, thing later on in the document,. t.he Trot skyites are so well
educated that they can say two different things in one sentence.. ,

' They say (Page 99) ,"The results reportedly achieved by the Five
Year Plan seems to indicate that industrial production in general is
proceeding according to schedule, but that certain key industries--for
example, timber, agriculture, machinery, building material, smelting,
paper-, rubber, certain coal mines-- are lagging considerably."

If industrial produation isproceeding according to schedule--
and if KEY industries such as timber, agriculture, machinery, building
material, smelting, 'paper, rubber, and certain coal mines are lagging-
contiderablythan it ban be seen that production cannot be FROM:DING
.ii.CCORIMIG TO SCIODULE.

-

-

,



.1Cht .QUESTI-ON

The key questiOri Of the day, the inevitable conflict:betiden
dying c,pita1isa4 and the Soviet Union., is treated here and there by
the.resolutions.--in a half-heatted.manner. . This question we analized
theoretically about two yeats..,'ago-,in- which we outlined the general
line of m.arcb,- possible and the most likely variant: k resolution of
any 'Woi"ld; congress that calls ..itself revolutionary thould have a
resolution or at least_ a 'whole -detailed section of a-resolution -

devoted ,to this question' folic:11411g the coming war. It should propose
principles, strategy- and tattics : for the workers of the world. What .
should have been elevated as a high, light is lost among the sentences
dea.3.irig with other, secondary matters. -At that the question of war
between the .cdpitalists and the Soviet -Union, its relation to the
Social revolution, and the question of political revOlution in the
Soviet Union, is mainly a series of errors of omission in the material
of the Trotskyite's.. -
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AND THE PkOGRE SIVE.- PARTY
,

The various conventions of the major capitalist- political ,parties
give -a mirror-like reflection of the development of the postykari poli-
tical crises in the United States and abroad. 0'

*- The two major questionsof theday,,,foreign ,policy and domestic
policy, reveal differences in the...political alignments of the varibus
parties, but closer analysis from a classpeint of view will reveal
thatithese 'differences are only differences in degree, rather than
content, .

The ."133.-Partisan" foreign policy of the Oa major parties is
recognized by every advanced worker, no matter of what orientation, to
be a direct preparation for war against the Soviet Union. It is an
attempt to stabilize the economies Of western Europe by rebuilding
capitalism (England, France, Belgium, Italy) and repressing (Greece,
Indonesia, eic.) the working classes.

The seeming exception to this is the position on foreign policy
of Henry Wallace and his *Progressive" Party. But in reality Henry
1.7allace simply disagrees with the method used by the dominant poli-
tical representatives of the Bourgeosie in their handling of the
international working d.ass, incl.:Wang the Soviet Union. Bi-partisan
foreign policy is for "strong-aiml:methods in dealing with the
European Working Classand the
Henry Wallace would utilize now the Stalinists CoMintern to help mis-
lead and destroy any real 'Working class drive for power. He has as a
guide here; the, whole history' of Stalinism in -Europe. ; He can be cert.
tain that Staliniamird 11 never lead the workers to a fundamental
change in property relations.

Henry Wallace desires to use Stalinism now for the American.
Bourgeoisie not only in the United States and on the international.
scene, but -!within the Soviet Union as well. Henry. Wallace does not:
support Communism, ',7orkers' Soviets or any other methoda of real. wor-
kers control. Henry 17,1alltace would make use of glial /Jolla within and!'
outside the Soviet Union to prevent Workers' Democracy and organs of
wotkc3rs control.

. .

But Wallace re alizes that his.flinace itograMii not Stave
off revolutions throughout the world forever, and in this case he leo=
already assured the American Bourgeoisie that he will support the
United States Government in any war .in which :it engages.

2 Briefly the differences in foreign policy between the Wallaces
and the TrUmans.boil down to this: The Truman-Dewey policy'at the
, present .juncture is to strike at .the working class; the Soviet Union.:
and Stalinism With smashing frontal blows without resorting. to.the,c.---'

55.5
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and others had long before the political conventions come out for a
new "political realignment"based on liberals and- labor forces*, etc.
These fakers 'worked with the A.m. ricans for Democratic Action, a group
of New Dealers-in-Exile, tho had split with the Wallace forces because
of the latter's strong line for a deal with Stalin. Uhen they could
not put across the "liberal" Supreme Court Juote Bill Douglas, they
siaply sulked and indicated that they mild emphasize the questions of
Congressional elections and leave the endorsement of Truman open.Their
initial friendliness toward Eisenhower's "candidacy" revenleUtheir .
bankruptcy; this man, who first had Republican support, then the big
city bosses, and the SOUTHaN "BOURBON D.r.av-i.00RATS" Was a shat3.ed -white
hope of the labor faker-liberal combine although he had given no poli-
tical position on any issue of the day. His reactionary record during
the imporialist war, his jin-crow policy, his policy abroad in the AMG,
etc.,was forgotten in the hope they could "educate hin*,to develop his
"liberal tendencies"(?) Their excuse that this support was a maneuver
to build up support to throw to Douglas only makes matters worse by
the .pitiful character of such a tactic:"

The previous blast against the Wallace"CP bloc, in addition to
their support of the "Cold war" policy abroad and at home prevented
them fror: coning. over to the Progressive Party although they had been
*defeated. The door is thus open for IVallace to scoop up considerable
rank and file workers and petty bourgeois support, pointing out the
previous opposition of the labor fakers to iltunan as well as Dewey.
The Greens, Hurrays, Reuthers, and -..7hitneys, will have to maneuver with
great effnrt to sten this trend, in order to carry out their service
to Truman and the dominant sections of She capitalists.

CLASS REALIGNLENTS
Sooner or later, however, there will be a realignment, and the

Wallace forces will probably be swamped by the Labor Party. At the
present time, because of the contrctdictions in the bourgeois and labor
fakers cap, the Wallace force is only the most open expression of
their crisis. New great developments are ahead. The sneers of the
bourgeois hacks and the furious red-baiting against the Progressive
Party showed the bourgeois fear of coning class developments.

However, revolutionary minded workers must not be confused by
these antics of the hired press' (The Chicago Tribune supported-Roose-
velt In 1932 and opposed hi4 in 1933) and the publicity bandits. The
same people who oppose Wallace today will sitpport him tomorrow in the
face of a threat of independent political action on the part of the
working class. Henry Wallace's program is made to Order to lead the
working Class into believing that capitalist crises can be solved Le-
gally through the Bourgeois state-- The Vallace program can lead, the
workers when the time is ripe, not to the left, but only into parlia-
mentary confusiondemoralization and finally defeat. .

Marxists by building a revolutionary party mast draw the workers
beyond Wallace's net of bourgeois and social reformism. This can be
done only by an independent Iliarxio.n organization, which a pyinciwS3,
gives no support to Labor or reformist parties and calls for,.art-4*-
-dependant struggle on the part of the.,working clots against the atip-i4=,-,,
talist state. Marxists, while exposing the political treachery'of the'
Progressive Party, must, on the other hand, unflinchingly:defend
democratic rights of those workers who sUpport, the Progressive Parttiv.
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use of Stalinism.; as a reformist force. Nallace on the other hand,
would enlist the aid of ,Stalinism, to mislead and destroy the working
class nrganizat ions

IN TH4... UNITED STATES

In the United States we see a similar lineup of forces,
Notionally the "Progressive Party" was really built by the failures
'of..the Labor-Faker burocracy: to take any:, action of its own to keep
their leftward.moliing forces in lane..

.t. ..1

The left wing capitalist forces around Wallace and the social
reformists of the CP,' have been forced, into independent organization
,despite all their wartime efforts to remain inside the Democratic
Party % :'.as Glen,- Taylor, vice-presidential candidate said, "I didn't
leave the Democratic Party,, it left me." Just as the Bill Greens,
Phil idurrays o.nd Dan Tobins of the labor beaurocracy were freed to
boycott the Democratic Party convention because of its right swing
against the labor beaurocracy, so,the Wallace-GP bloc were driven to
.form: the Progressive Party. The rank and file composition is of ,pre-
dominantly OP forces, but other -significant forces were also tepre-
sentedi: although weakly. .Among those hetrogeneous' elements present
were the anti-draft youth, Negro- workers from the.,'South, and unor-
ganized radicalized petty bourgeoisie. ' (The keynote speaker was -a
Republican hack for twenty-five years.)

11ALLACE UTILIZED OP

,The bourgeoisie press .and its. hired hacks make much of the open .

evidence of the:CP::behind-the-scenes control, of the convention. "-Yet
except for the whitewash of .Stalin's foreign policy,' Wallace gained a
great: political victOty for bourgeois reformism over social reformism,and against' the .w erking clogs. It is openly': for support of Capitalism
even If with more left phrases. than Roosevelt. Wallace will let the
OP :do the dirty work of corralling left trends among the workers,
veterpne, farmers ' and youth' to build up his machine. For this he is
willing to make organizational Concessions to Foster and Co. Most
important of all, Wallace's connection with the OP will give his bout-
gc.iois.. forces al good". basis to Swing radicalized- masses' in Europe and-Asia
behind.Ameriban imperialism when left developments again bring Wallace
and 'Other left' bourgeoisgprces to the top "out Of exile.:"

-

:7TheclUm3iness of the Stalinist hacks as compared. to that of theold line.. liberal: and. sedialdeinocratic labor fakers in their organiza-
tional maneuvers will be used against them, - but the growing mass dis-
content will .provide the Progressive Party with a mass base that 'willmore than make. uP''for:the 'bl.tinderinge:. long as the Labor'fatty !forces!:hold:::baCk, 17allace will gain.

:POSITION OF Tia; RIGHT 7/ING LLBOit FAXERS

Let it-'be::remeribeted that if most of the Anericgn trade. Union pewit-
ocracy:.also boycotted the Prodresgive 'Party convention,''at-the' some
t-t4eleading:.eleidents .i.ierecofficially on record of a Labor Party after

The:Retither4lazeY.:Combine in aOrittol of the pOviterfUl'United Auto
Wotkets; the Dubinsky forces of the International. Ladies 'Garment Workers


